Campus phones suffer partial software failure

BY MATT GALLAGHER
Senior Staff Reporter

The student phone extension at Notre Dame suffered a software failure, causing a partial loss of service to all "283" extensions.

According to Steve Ellis, director of Telecommunications, the software failure was caused by a power surge during storms Tuesday night.

"The power surge caused a slow corruption of the telephone software," Ellis said. As a result, the problem was not noticed until Wednesday morning.

Bush visit to ND stirs faculty reaction

BY CHRISTINE WALSH
Staff Reporter

Some University officials have aired reservations about the recent visit by Vice President George Bush in the aftermath of a Faculty Senate resolution concerning the event.

The Vice President was invited by the Thomas J. White Center on Law and Government to deliver what was hoped to be an issue-oriented lecture about the ideological differences between himself and Governor Michael Dukakis.

The Bush campaign said Bush would deliver a major policy speech. What the 900 students, and other members of the audience heard and saw was neither. Instead, University officials claim, the event turned into little more than a political rally.

"What took place here is the product of the disturbing way campaigns are run now," said Professor Stephen Fallon, who co-sponsored the Faculty Senate resolution that criticized the Bush Nov. 1 visit.

"But Notre Dame was caught asleep by allowing its name to be used," said Fallon. "Notre Dame should help candidates answer questions, not stage more pep rallies."

Richard Conklin, vice president for University relations, said that "inevitably, it is hard to avoid the appearance of a rally." With so many members

see PHONE, page 5

Bhutto wins Pakistani elections, hopes to form majority government

Associated Press

KARACHI, Pakistan-Benazir Bhutto's Populist Party defeated the right wing in the first free election since a coup ousted her father 11 years ago, and she expressed confidence Thursday that she can form a majority coalition.

Ms. Bhutto said her Pakistan People's Party "has emerged as the largest single party" in the National Assembly as a result of Wednesday's parliamentary election.

"Given consultations with different groups and independent people, we are confident that we can get a simple majority," the 35-year-old political leader declared after arriving in this southern city for coalition talks. She would be the first woman ever to lead a Moslem nation.

Her party captured 92 seats in the 227-member assembly, compared with 55 for the nine-party conservative Islamic Democratic Alliance. The alliance includes supporters of Gen. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq, the military president killed in a plane crash three months ago.

Independents and minor parties got 57 seats. Results from 13 districts were not available and 20 seats reserved for women will be filled later by vote of the assembly.

Both Ms. Bhutto and the conservative alliance have said they would continue Pakistan's friendship with the United States and its support of Moslem guerrillas fighting the communist government of neighboring Afghanistan.

PENN STATE WEEKEND EVENTS

Friday
4:45-6 p.m. Glee Club Practice (OPEN), Crowley Hall
6:45 p.m. Band Step Off for Pep Rally, Washington Hall
7 p.m. Pep Rally, JACC, North Dome

Saturday
9 a.m.-Game Time Notre Dame and St. Mary's alumni, family and friends are cordially invited to the Alumni Hospitality Center. Films and information will be available. JACC, North Dome, Enter through Gates 2 and 3
10:30 a.m. Shenanigans, JACC, North Dome
10:35 a.m. Band Concert on Steps, Main Building
11 a.m. Cheerleaders Performance, JACC, North Dome
11:15 a.m. Line up and Step Off, Washington Hall
11:40 a.m. Pre-Game Program, Football Stadium
PENN STATE WEEKEND EVENTS

Monday Football Kickoff, ND vs. Penn State
Following the Game: Alumni Hospitality Center, JACC, North Dome, Enter through Gates 2 & 3

AP Photo
College is more than just finals and grades

Thanksgiving is less than a week away.

Depending on your perspective, though, it may be one of the busiest football-game ever as a student away; three tests, two term papers, and one project away; or just a twelve-hour drive or six-hour layover at the airport of your choice away.

At any rate, I fear, for most of us Thanksgiving lies further away from us than we can comprehend, lost in the shuffle of paperwork and busywork and work.

When we arrive at home, some of us actually may be able to relax for a few hours. It will be a chance to see our family and some friends from high school. We can overeat instead of overdrinking for a change, engulf ourselves in the mass of shoppers at our good ole' hometown mall, and maybe catch a colorized version of Miracle on 34th Street just to get in the mood.

The mood, though, will disappear immediately upon our return to school. We will be faced with just ten class days to rectify a semester's worth of damage ensued by road-tripping, Monday night eats, and just general blowing-off.

Yet another holiday which should make us stop and reflect will get shoved to the side simply because it comes at an inopportune time in the semester.

For five days, we will eat, breathe, and weep for the last time. Finishes will be published. We will become the all-consuming concern in our lives, overshadowing everything, most of all our celebration of Christ's coming to our world on our terms, as a human being.

December 15, or December 25, will be the focus of our existence. With a great sigh of relief it will all be over. Suddenly, quiet.

I had a bizarre experience freshman year. I had pulled the first all-nighter of my young academic career, crashed out at 4 a.m., woke up at 6 a.m., and was good to go. At any rate, all my friends had already left for Break and in our collective busy-ness, I felt like I was in some surrealistic dream that evening to a deserted dorm. It was so quiet, that I got an 'A'?

I try to explain them away to interviewers next term, as a human being. With a great sigh of relief it will all be over. Suddenly, quiet.

I had a bizarre experience freshman year. I had pulled the first all-nighter of my young academic career, crashed out at 4 a.m., woke up at 6 a.m., and was good to go. At any rate, all my friends had already left for Break and in our collective busy-ness, I hadn't really said goodbye or Merry Christmas to anyone.

Let's face it "finals" is a misnomer. These tests are final only in the sense that that particular chapter of your academic career is over.

Sure, grades are important, but only on transcripts and in interviews and not in life. Other people may judge you on the basis of them, but if they are the sole basis of your self-worth, you are making a grave error. One glimpse at my GPA tells you that grades aren't the most important thing in my life. As I try to explain them away to interviewers next year, I may have some regrets, but I doubt it. It's not that I'm not capable of studying more than I do, it's that I've found other things that are also important and worthy of my time and effort, not the least of all being my personal sanity. I've learned countless things in the past two and a half years that you can't learn on the tenth floor of the 'Brace'.

I already can't tell you how I did on my exams last semester. Imagine what it will be like in ten years? While it would be a travesty to waste an educational opportunity like Notre Dame, it is equally frivolous to throw away the chance to really get to know some of the great people this place attracts.

All I know is that at our five-year reunion, I want a few people to recognize me because I was out and about doing something on campus instead of holed up in some study carrel. I want a few people to recognize me because I did volunteer work. I want a few people to recognize me because I overate instead of overdrinking for a change, engulfed myself in the mass of shoppers at our good ole' hometown mall, and maybe catch a colorized version of Miracle on 34th Street just to get in the mood. I want to be able to look back and say yeah, I skipped a few classes, I went to every football game for ten weeks, I've eaten some popcorn at the Commons on a weekend night, while I slept, I've eaten some popcorn at the Commons on a weekend night, while I slept.

The ND Preprofessional Society will present a short video and discussion by Dr. T. McLoughlin, psychiatrist-neurollogist, entitled, "Brain Imaging and the Future," Wednesday, January 18, 1969, at 4 p.m. in the Grace Hall 24-Hour Run.

Museum of Art.

The Kuijken Quartet will present a subscription concert program on Sunday, November 29 at 5:30 p.m. in the Sorin Room of LaFortune.


This week:

Put on your dancing shoes because we have campus D.J.'s three nights in a row!!

Thursday's hours: 10-1

Friday and Saturday: 10-2

Hungrу or thirsty? check out Ted's Hideaway then---you won't be disappointed!
Minorities in corporate life subject of Coke VP's talk

By JIM LANG
News Staff

The economic necessity for corporate America to infuse minorities into management positions was the topic of Thursday's Cultural Diversity lecture by Carl Ware, senior vice president of the Coca-Cola Corporation.

Ware predicted that 85 percent of the workforce hired between now and the year 2000 will consist of minorities and women, presenting a "national mosaic" of potential minority workers to corporate America.

Because of this, Ware explained, businesses which wish to succeed and broaden their market will have to reflect this influx of minority workers in their management structure.

"The advancement of minorities into the ranks of corporate management is a business necessity," he said.

One major barrier to the advancement of minorities is the recent corporate trend of leverage buying, said Ware, a strategy which results in the "decline of middle management."

It is in these middle management positions that most minority executives are currently employed, Ware said, and as a result they will have to work to break into the top level management positions.

Finally, Ware discussed education's place in the corporate world, saying that "education and business must be partners if students are to succeed in corporate America."

Ware received his B.A. from Clark College and went on to the University of Pittsburgh for his master's degree in Public Administration.

New parking lot will open near B-2, will have better lighting and safety precautions

By MIKE O'CONNELL
News Staff

A new parking lot was paved across from the library, just south of Bulla Road, as an extension of the B-2 parking lot in efforts to remedy the shortage of parking spaces at Notre Dame.

The lot remains closed as final preparations are completed, and the new lot will be equipped with better lighting as an extra safety precaution.

"The new lot should be completed by the end of Thanksgiving break, and it will be open to faculty and students with hopes of meeting the various needs of everyone involved," said Phil Johnson, assistant director of security.

"At this point, we can not say for sure who will be allowed to use the lot, but there is a possibility that residents of Knott, Siegfried, Fairley, and B. P. will be included," said Johnson.

According to Dan Dedrick, director of the Physical Plant, "The land for the new lot was bought last year with part of the funding we are allotted each year."

"We've been working on this project since September, in which time we cleared and filled the land and put down two layers of asphalt," said Dedrick.
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If the thought of losing your life doesn't keep you from drinking and driving imagine losing your license.
WASHINGTON - The United States and its major economic allies successfully intervened Thursday to halt a slide in the value of the dollar, but economists predicted that the Federal Reserve will be forced to boost U.S. interest rates in a further defense of the beleaguered U.S. greenback.

The coordinated intervention in the currency markets by the United States, Japan, West Germany, England, France, Italy and Canada was the most widespread dollar rescue effort since last April, when the markets were stampeded into a dollar sell-off following a bad monthly trade report.

Despite the success of Thursday's rescue effort, many traders foresaw renewed selling pressure in the months ahead because of fears that the new Congress will be unable to reach agreement on ways to trim the budget deficit.

Investors are concerned that the enlarged Democratic majorities in Congress and Bush's tough no-tax stance guarantee further budgetary gridlock.

For this reason, many economists predicted the Federal Reserve will be forced in coming weeks to begin pushing interest rates higher in the United States. Some analysts said they would not rule out an increase in the discount rate, the interest the Fed charges to make loans to member banks.

A boost in the discount rate is the most dramatic signal the Fed can send of its intention of driving interest rates higher. Higher interest rates make dollar-denominated investments more attractive to foreigners and help relieve the pressure to sell off such assets.

Higher interest rates also dampen inflationary pressures brought on by a weaker currency.

Intervention in the process by which the Federal Reserve or other countries' central banks buy and sell currencies in an attempt to influence the market price.

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - A landlady suspected of killing seven elderly tenants at her boardinghouse to collect their Social Security money said Thursday she had cashed some checks but was no killer.

Dorothea Montalto Puente, who vanished Saturday after police surprised the first of seven bodies buried in the yard of her boardinghouse, was arrested at a downtown Los Angeles motel late Wednesday after a pensioner she had approached in a nearby bar became suspicious.

Detectives brought Puente back to Sacramento early Thursday in a jet rented by a Sacramento television station. She was being held in Sacramento County Jail on one murder count, awaiting arraignment in Municipal Court later Thursday.

During the flight, she granted a brief interview to KCRA-TV.

"I have not killed anyone. I told you that. I have not killed anyone. The checks I cashed, yes," Puente said.

She also said, "I used to be a very good person at one time."

KCRA-TV reporter Mike Boyd described Puente as "not in the least" emotional or upset.

"The suspect had struck up a conversation with a male subject in a bar. They were talking about Social Security," Kearns said. The two went to her nearby motel room and "during the time he was talking to her, he realized it was the murder suspect he had seen on television."

The man, Charles Willgues, 67, said he became suspicious after Puente, who called herself Donna Johanson, questioned him at length about his Social Security benefits.

The man, Willgues, 67, said he became suspicious after Puente, who called herself Donna Johanson, questioned him at length about his Social Security benefits.
Photographing radiotelescope debris

Wesley Sizemore, a worker at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory at Green Bank, West Virginia, takes pictures of the debris after a 300-foot diameter radiotelescope collapsed on Tuesday.
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Tablecloths and Napkins

Perfect for Tailgate Parties Walthangings Banners
A great gift idea!

Relive the memories of your college days with this unique tribute to the Fighting Irish. Napkins feature a colorful repeating pattern of leprechauns. Choose a tablecloth with matching design or with a bold single Notre Dame emblem.

Fighting Irish Party Pack 1-45" X 45" single emblem tablecloth and four 21" X 21" overall design napkins......$23.95
Fighting Irish Party Pack 2-45" X 45" overall design tablecloth four 21" X 21" overall design napkins......$23.95

Available at the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
STORE HOURS SAT. NOV. 19 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Phone continued from page 1

in South Bend Tuesday night. Although Ellin stated that, to his knowledge, the difficulties were limited to "283" phones, some problems were also encountered with "239" phone extensions late Wednesday night. However, the "239" phones were working correctly Thursday morning.

Bush continued from page 1

of the press present, and the use of television, lighting, and the band, Conklin said, "You can not create a lecture ambiance."

However, steps were taken to prevent the lecture from becoming a Bush rally. According to Conklin, an attempt was made to "mute the atmosphere." The Notre Dame Marching Band was not permitted to perform at the event, although the Bush campaign insisted on having a band present. Campaign officials proceeded to invite the Ball State University band to appear instead.

The band was forbidden to play the "Notre Dame Victory March" at the Stepan Center location, though it was played at the airport when Bush arrived, and at least one network news crew edited the song into the story.

The vice president also met with football coach Lou Holtz and the rest of the team during his trip to the university. The faculty resolution suggested steps will be taken up by the Academic Council, which is composed of both faculty members and students, and will hold its next meeting on Nov. 30.

"If we do not clear these positions in the future, we would want to have far greater control than we exercised this time," said University Provost Timothy O'Meara.

We've got to adjust our process to the methodology used by the candidates," O'Meara said.

Associated Press material contributed to this report.
U.S. moves to send at least 15 Cuban boat people back to Cuba

Associated Press
WASHINGTON—Justice Department panels set up in the wake of last year's prison riots by Mariel boatlift detainees have reviewed their first 28 cases and plan to send at least 15 of the prisoners back to their native Cuba "in the near future," officials said Thursday.

The announcement aroused the anger of many in the Cuban community in Miami, and attorneys representing the prisoners flew to Alabama seeking to halt the repatriation process.

The 15 Cuban detainees are being held in a strict "lockdown" in a penitentiary in Taladega, Ala. No detainee will be scheduled for return to Cuba earlier than 72 hours after the government officially notifies each of the 15 detainees, the Justice Department said.

The 15 whom the department said should be repatriated have convictions ranging from petty larceny to second-degree murder. Most of them have more than one conviction.

The three-member panels will undertake further consideration of the remaining 13 detainees in the initial review group to determine whether they should also be returned to Cuba or be released.

The panels were set up at the Justice Department in the wake of last year's prison riots by Cuban detainees at Atlanta and Oakdale, La. The rioting occurred after a U.S. agreement with Cuban President Fidel Castro to resume sending many of the detainees back to the island. Deportations of Mariel detainees from the United States to Cuba were suspended by Castro in May 1985.

The detainees are among 125,000 people who came to the United States in 1980 in a boatlift from Mariel, Cuba, and the vast majority of them have become law-abiding U.S. residents.

The Observer / Trey Hammond

Give me a break
Danny Lunard and Michael Pawel take a break and cue up in the LaFortune pool room Thursday night. As the semester draws to a close, and exams and papers seem to pile up, more and more students find themselves in the quest for study break activities.

Opportunities for Programmer Analysts, and Finance Professionals

Jump into an entry-level career that will take you places at EDS.

In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can reach new heights. You'll gain the rewarding on-the-job experience you need to move your career years ahead — experience you can only gain from the world leader in the computer and communications services industry.

EDS Developmental Recruiting
700 Tower Drive, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 7019
Dept. 2RZ3238
Troy, MI 48007-7019

If you cannot attend our Open House, please send your resume to:
EDS Developmental Recruiting
700 Tower Drive, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 7019
Dept. 2RZ3238
Troy, MI 48007-7019
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Great American Smokeout has 40 percent success rate

Associated Press

Millions of smokers on Thursday swapped their cigarettes for apples and gum, went cold turkey for free turkey sandwiches, and tossed their tobacco into bonfires as part of the 12th annual Great American Smokeout.

Newborns in several hospitals were "I'm a Born Non-Smoker" T-shirts, city workers in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, submitted applications for tapes and stickers, said, "Kiss Me, I don't smoke," and non-smokers joined "adopt-a-smoker" programs to help smokers through a smokeless day.

The American Cancer Society estimates nearly 40 percent of the nation's 50 million smokers tried to quit for the day. About one-tenth, or 2 million people, will kick the habit permanently, said Paul Rosenberg, a cancer society spokesman in New York.

"My grandparents keep telling me it's time to quit smoking," said Pat Zietke, mayor of La Cruze, Wis., and a pack-a-day smoker for 40 years. He quit smoking for the day and was "adopted" by a cancer society volunteer.

Smokers traded their cigarettes for apples in several cities, including New York, Norwalk, Conn., and Philadelphia. Non-smokers got apples, too, along with a "good for you." In Hammond, La., pharmacist Don Fellows Jr. burned four cartons of cigarettes, four boxes of cigars and several boxes of chewing tobacco in a birch tree outside a store. The burning tobacco was all he had left after deciding several months ago to stop ordering the products and to burn what was left.

Bush names Gov. Sununu his chief-of-staff, Atwater to chair RNC

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—President-elect George Bush on Thursday named New Hampshire Gov. John Sununu as White House chief of staff, and tapped wily campaign strategist Lee Atwater as chairman of the Republican National Committee.

Bush's selection of Sununu as his top White House aide is a good bet because he was the "right man for the job." "John Sununu has the background and experience necessary to work not only with his former colleagues in the nation's statehouses but also to build a constructive relationship with the U.S. Congress," he said.

Sununu, the first Washington outsider to be named by Bush, will bring "a refreshing new perspective" to the job, the president-elect said. Atwater will succeed Frank Fahrenkopf Jr., who announced months ago that he would relinquish the GOP chairmanship at the end of President Reagan's term and return to Nevada to practice law.

Bush made the announcement after meeting over breakfast with British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and his transition team.

HAPPY 20th

Steve Headley

Love

Meg, Suzanne, Michelle and Beth

Be apart of one of ND's Greatest Events!

SOPHOMORE COMMITTEE for Junior Parents Weekend '89 is forming now!

- Pick up applications in Student Activities Office (LaFortune)
- Due Friday Nov. 18 5:00 pm
- Sign up for your family's turn to prepare breakfast, dinner, and reservations

Be a part of the fun! Call 239-5303 for details.

Children of the 50's...at least 24 hours in advance.

PARKING:
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

Targeting the service of the Office of Parking

Please remember the following:

- Calls will be answered beginning at 8:00 am until 5:00 pm Monday through Friday.
- All calls will be answered by a live operator.
- TTY service is not available at this time.
- Please do not call during peak hours if you are not sure of the information you need.
- In case of an emergency, please call 239-5303.

Questions or comments? Contact the Office of Parking at 239-5303.

For more information please visit the Office of Parking web page at http://parking.nd.edu.

UNITED LIMO

We'll Get You There

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER, Diners Club, CASH, Checks

255-1526

The Pondok Parlor

Dinner 7 days a week 11:30 am - 9:00 pm

1480 South Bend Avenue, South Bend, Michigan 46615

Call 239-5233 or 239-5303 for reservations
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The burning tobacco was all he had left after deciding several months ago to stop ordering the products and to burn what was left.
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Estonian leaders called to Moscow for talks

Associated Press

MOSCOW—The Kremlin summoned Estonian leaders to Moscow on Thursday and expressed serious doubts about the constitutionality of the tiny Baltic republic's unprecedented challenge to its authority.

In Lithuania meanwhile residents gathered outside their parliament building with banners and flags, watching on live television as their legislators convened a session at which they will debate a similar challenge to Moscow's authority.

In Latvia—the third of the resurgent Baltic republics—residents prepared for demonstrations and rallies Friday on the 70th anniversary of the birth after World War I of their short-lived independent nation.

State Department spokesman Charles Redman said in Washington: "The United States does not recognize the forcible incorporation of the Baltic states... The people of the Baltic states have been denied their basic human rights."

The Baltic states have been pressing for greater economic and cultural freedom from Moscow under Gorbachev's reform policy.

Resident{s} of the westward-looking Baltic republics have been pushing for greater economic and cultural freedom from Moscow under Gorbachev's reform policy.

The Baltic states have been pressing for greater economic and cultural freedom from Moscow under Gorbachev's reform policy.

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following position: VIEWPOINT EDITOR

If interested, submit a one page personal statement to Chris Murphy at The Observer office by 3:00 pm, Monday, November 21.
Thoughts have value not their expression

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to Miss Susan Barton's letter of Nov. 10 dealing with the English language and the state of the nation. Firstly, there is something to be said for being able to communicate one's beliefs. Teachers, artists, composers, and writers throughout history have sought to do this. Thus, does not preclude the fact that beliefs are most important. Secondly, being able to write or speak does not always ensure clear thinking. I would venture to say that what a person thinks or believes is far more important than what one can write. Then, I do not believe a Stephen Hawking of Cambridge, who cannot speak nor hear, possesses any motor capability; does he possess any motor capability? The choice of Lou Holtz as the coach of the Notre Dame football team this year for this focus; but it was an excellent choice. The Team is proud of Lou and every member of his staff and team.

Irish Marching Band

Dear Editor:

Since moving to the Notre Dame campus this past August, I have often been aware of the presence of the Notre Dame Marching Band. I must say that this awareness has come from the sound of a drum cadence as the students were either going to or returning from a rehearsal, or a Saturday morning drill on the field before a game, a performance on the steps of the Beilstein Building, or a thrilling step off from Washington Hall with the music of the "Victory March" resounding in the air as the Fighting Irish Band made their way to the stadium for the pre-game, half-time and post-game shows. Whatever the occasion, be it informal or strictly formal, the presence of the Band has brought a quickening of the pulse and a lifting of the heart that is difficult, if not impossible, to put into words.

Saturday, the final home football game, is surely an appropriate time to say a sincere "Thank you" to the Notre Dame Marching Band, its directors and their assistants, every single Band member, the Irish Guard and its excellent and spirited Drum Major, Mark Taylor, for another outstanding season.

Sister Gloria Gallagher, O.S.P.
Programs for Church Leaders
Nov. 14, 1988

Quote of the Day

"The first time I went to play at Notre Dame Stadium, everyone told me about the mystique. To tell you the truth...I don't think there's any unusual mystique about Notre Dame any longer."

Joe Paterno
Penn State Head Coach

The Observer
P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219)239-5303
The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the Majority of the Editorial Board. Comments, letters and the inside columns present the views of their authors. The Observer does not endorse or recognize the free expression of varying opinions on campus; through letters, it encourages
Ninja Mammamama! Chris Barnes, played by Chris Barnes, yells "Prepare to die" as he steps into the battle and defeats one of her sons, the Astral Plane. Audi ence members were asked to play the roles of the client's ancestors. The scene demonstrated the sharp improvisational talent of both the audience and the cast.

The second act was high lighted by a visit to the Channeling Institute. Players stepped off the stage and ventured into the realm of the dead: the Astral Plane. Audience members were asked to play the roles of the client's ancestors. The scene demonstrated the sharp improvisational talent of both the audience and the cast.

Following the scheduled performance, the actors took suggestions from the audience for improvisational scenes. Following a brief intermission, the actors returned to the stage and performed scenes they devised around those suggestions.

The quality of the improv depends greatly upon the creativity of the audience members. However, the cast does a good job even when given mediocre ideas. It is apparent, unfortunately, that the cast members have several "stock" pieces, into which they simply plug in the suggestions. "I laughed, I cried, it was a gem," remarked noted Chicago actor Paul Grondy after the performance. He was right, it was indeed a gem. Although not mainstage, Second City Etc. more than lives up to the reputation of its predecessor.

Second City Etc. plays Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 9 p.m. and Friday and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. Tickets cost $8.50-$8.90.

For reservations call Second City Etc. at (312) 642-8189.

Lou Malnati's offers the unique combination of an Italian restaurant and a sports bar. Located at 439 N. Wells, Lou Malnati's is one of the few places where one can enjoy authentic Italian meals and still cheer on the Cubs and Bears—depending on the season. All of the waitresses wear team jerseys, and serve meals in an atmosphere complete with pennants, team photos, and a TV set to watch the big games.

Gino's East

ADDRESS: 106 East Superior

RESERVATIONS: Recommended on weekends

PHONE: (312) 943-1124

RECOMMENDATIONS: Large cheese or sausage pizza with extra cheese. Cheese sticks for an appetizer.
Pride at stake for Irish players from Lion country

By STEVE MEGARGE
Assistant Sports Editor
Ned Bolcar has had his share of uncomfortable summers back at his hometown of Phil-
dipsburg, N.J.
Since the senior linebacker came to Notre Dame in 1985, the Irish have lost three con-
secutive times to Penn State.
But if playing for the Irish while living in the shadow of Mt. Nittany is bad enough, Bol-
car can think of some people who have suffered even more.
"It's worse for the Notre Dame fans over there; I can
always come back here and get
back at his hometown of Phil-
Dame fans there; I can
always come back here and get
able to say, 'Ned, you've been there three
months.' I told them, 'I'll see
them."

In a relatively short time, the
Notre Dame-Penn State con-
test has become one of the big-
gest intersectional rivalries in the
country. But nowhere is the annual skirmish more awaited
than in that Pennsylvania-New
Jersey area.
"I just came from back home,
and everyone was talking about the game," said
Irish tailback and Harrisburg,
Pa., resident Ricky Watters.

They were saying even
though they (Penn State) lost
their best to tell potential
recruits about their recent suc
cess against the Irish.
"I'd given my verbal com
mitment in August, and they
(Penn State) kept recruiting me
till signing day," said fresh-
man linebacker Troy Ridgely
from Ambridge (Pa.) High
School. "They'd tell me Notre
Dame is bad enough, their
school is better than Notre
Dame. They always look down
at Notre Dame because they've
beaten us the last three years.

"I know they're a good foot
ball team, but they didn't have
what Notre Dame has to offer," Ridgely continued.
"That's really how I got
interested in recruiting him.
As his mother would probably
hate to admit it, Rich
Schonewolf was never little.
Six-foot-two, 230-pound
Schonewolf finished eighth
in the Pennsylvania New
Jersey area as a junior.

And who could blame him?
Less than three years after
the boy first strapped on a set
of shoulder pads and jammed
a mouthpiece between his
teeth, Penn State coach Joe
Paterno was standing in his
living room hum bly asking for a
second chance.
"I really wasn't too sure that
they were sincere in their
recruiting of me," recounts
Schonewolf, a two-time letter-
man at Penn State and a sta rt-
ning defensive tackle.

"I didn't play any organized
football as far as the pads and
all until 10th grade," he said.
"I played football in the street,
like two hand touch, and tackle
in the park."

So within a few years of los-
ing a Nef between lines of
parked cars, Schonewolf was
talking football and the future
with a living legend. Not bad
for an oversized kid who just
wanted to fire fastballs and hit
home runs.

"He always wanted to play
baseball," explains his mother,
Caroline. \"He loved it. He was
a pitcher and third baseman.
When he was growing up, all
he wanted to do was play
baseball. He never played foot
ball when he was little."

This is where we set the
record straight: It's where this
seemingly unexplainable trans
formation all begins to make
sense. You see, as much as his
mother would probably hate to
admit it, Rich Schonewolf was
never little.

Six-foot-two, 220-pound
teenagers don't sprout
overnight. It takes distinctive
geletics and years of serious
eating to mold yourself into
such substantial proportions.

"I was interested in playing,
but around Philadelphia all the
football was done by the weight
classes. I was a big kid, and to
get to play I'd have had to
play with kids older than me,
and I really didn't want to do
that," he explained of his late
start on the gridiron.

So naturally, when
Schonewolf finished eighth
grade and began roaming the
halls of Archbishop Ryan High
School, he stuck out like a rum p
out of a party platter.
"My freshman year, I didn't
play because my first year in
high school, it was a kind of
different situation," he said.
"I never went out for the
team."

A couple of people talked to
me, the coach talked to me and
said I had good size, and he
wondered if I would like to try
out. So I thought I'd give it a
shot.

"That's really how I got
started."

It wasn't long before
Schonewolf was throwing down
quarterbacks with as much ar
mor as he threw down dessert.

The strapping teen played
defensive tackle and offensive
guard, earning second-team
see TACKLE, page 3

Defensive tackle Rich Schonewolf had some doubts about his
ability to make an impact at Penn State, but the senior has
emerged as one of the Lions' most reliable defenders.

Ned Bolcar

By JIM DEEGAN
The Collegian
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Irish Extra: The Game

By THERESA KELLY
Assistant Sports Editor

In 1987, the official colors of the Penn State football team were pink and black, but the team switched to its second choices, blue and white, when the pink faded after exposure to sunlight.

In 1988, the Penn State team, used to being counted among college football’s elite, has faded as well.

The Nittany Lions, who visit Notre Dame Stadium Saturday to battle the top-ranked and un

The situation is reversed now. But Penn State has always had great players. But the Irish three straight times and Irish head coach Lou Holtz isn’t taking Paterno’s squad for granted, even with the 5-5 record.

"This is an awful good foot-

The Penn State pass defense..." Defensively, it’s a typical Penn State's defensive line is typical: it’s big, it’s strong, they control up front. They did that against us last year and we cannot allow to happen this year." The Penn State defense is averaging 22.8 points per game. Notre Dame’s defense has given up 13.6 points per game, allowing the Irish to win the last three contests. The Irish and Penn State have had one common opponent this season, the Irish lost Pitt 30-20 on Oct. 8, while the Panthers defeated the Nittany Lions last week 14-7.

"Defensively, it’s a typical Penn State team, Holtz said. "They’ve got two excellent defensive backs. Collins is very, very good, and Karpinski looks like he could play in the pros. You know that even if you beat them, it’s going to be a low-scoring game.”

The Notre Dame scoring leader, placekicker Reggie Ho, will return to the starting position for the Irish Saturday. Ho is 26-of-29 in extra point at-
tempts and 9-of-11 in field goals.

Holtz used the off-week to give the players a three-day break from football.

"I think our players are back with a fresher outlook,” Holtz said. "I think they found that there is life after football, but it isn’t as good as life with football.

"We will be ready for Paterno,” Holtz said. "We may not be healthy, but our players are excited. We have to be total team and I think we’ll play well."

Penn State defense vs. Notre Dame offense

The off week has still not been enough time to alleviate the injury problems of the Irish. Holtz listed fullback An-

The senior was hampered by an ankle injury in 1987, but was in the lineup long enough to contribute to the last play of last year’s Lion win.

The senior speedster is the team’s top receiver and holds a number of school track records. The Miami native runs the 60-yard dash in 6.31 seconds and the 400 in 46.8.

Steve Wiesniewski (OG)

The sophomore stepped in forBlur Thomas, who was lost for the season with a knee injury, and now leads the Nittany Lions in both rushing and scoring.
Lions freeze ND's title hopes in '87

By VIC LOMBARDI

Sports Writer

What do Texas A&M, Michigan, Florida State, Great Lakes, Georgia, Chicago and Penn State all have in common? They're the only football teams who boast winning records against the Irish.

But Joe Paterno's Nittany Lions have been especially unkind to coach Lou Holtz in his first two years at Notre Dame. In the opening moments of the 1986 matchup, the Penn State defense deployed a ferocious goal-line stand that preserved a 21-19 victory over the Irish in Notre Dame Stadium. Last season's contest produced a repeat performance, as the Nittany Lions stuffed an Irish two-point conversion attempt with only 31 seconds remaining to win 21-20.

The 1987 loss not only dropped the seventh-ranked Irish to 8-2 and out of national title contention, but it also triggered a three-game skid that ended with a 35-19 Cotton Bowl defeat against Texas A&M.

The Irish entered a fringe Beaver Stadium, where snow squalls and swirling winds dimmed the thermometer to minus 80. Yet, Penn State tailback Blair Thomas came out on fire, amassing 214 yards on 32 carries. Holtz was impressed, but he gave credit to the Lions' offensive line, which controlled the line of scrimmage for most of the contest. The game opened on an awkward note. Facing a third down and 22, Paterno elected to quick kick. The strategy proved worthwhile as Notre Dame free safety Bradells fumbled away the punt on the Irish 19, setting up Penn State's first touchdown.

Two plays later, Lions fullback John Greene plunged in from the 10 to make the score 7-0. Notre Dame evened the score on its next possession when Tony Rice ran into the end zone on a 30-yard quarterback draw. The drive featured a 29-yard screen play to Tim Brown. It was one of the few big plays for the senior fullback, whose 112 all-purpose yards few weeks fell way below his average Heisman pace.

see FREEZE, page 4
The Lions took a 14-7 lead in the second quarter, but had a yard drive that was set up when Notre Dame was penalized for unnecessary roughness. Tom Curkendall returned the ball 44 yards. Nine plays later, Tony Rice was stopped on the one-yard line and the Lions settled for a 19-yard field goal by Kent Graham. The Irish stormed back with an impressive 77-yard drive that culminated in a touchdown on a third down. Rice used a mixture of short passes and runs to bring the Irish all the way to the Lions' one-yard line. From there, Anthony Johnson hammered through the middle, but Justin Fourie got one short and the Lions lost the lead 21-20 with just 31 seconds remaining.

The ensuing play was all for the marbles, and everyone knew the Irish were going for two. The Lions called a pass play, but Rice, confident that the Irish could run it, convinced Holtz during a timeout to change the call. "We had called a flood and if they (Penn State) over-shifted we'd go to the outside," Holtz said. "He didn't feel comfortable with it so when Penn State went ballistic, we changed because Tony said he could run it. It was run all the way." The Lion's defense reared their head perfectly. Rice took the snap and rolled right. There was no way to get around the outside so Rice turned it in at the five. Defensive tackle Pete Carkendall grabbed the quarterback by the leg and wrestled him to the ground. It was over.

"All the dreams of a nation's championship that were gone, are said," said a dejected Holtz after the game. "We were three years too fast and four years behind. Football's a game of inches." The Lion's defense showed the Irish a 6-4 record against the Irish. Just enough to place it in that elite group.

Each week, The Observer staff, a random student picked by the sports department and some well-known figure in the Notre Dame community predict the outcome of each game of the football college football games. Records are compiled as to how each person does. When reserve quarterback Jeff Coates. Nine plays later, Anthony Johnson hammered through the middle and the Lions were stopped on the one-yard line and the Lions settled for a 19-yard field goal by Kent Graham. The Irish stormed back with an impressive 77-yard drive that culminated in a touchdown on a third down. Rice used a mixture of short passes and runs to bring the Irish all the way to the Lions' one-yard line. From there, Anthony Johnson hammered through the middle, but Justin Fourie got one short and the Lions lost the lead 21-20 with just 31 seconds remaining.

The ensuing play was all for the marbles, and everyone knew the Irish were going for two. The Lions called a pass play, but Rice, confident that the Irish could run it, convinced Holtz during a timeout to change the call. "We had called a flood and if they (Penn State) over-shifted we'd go to the outside," Holtz said. "He didn't feel comfortable with it so when Penn State went ballistic, we changed because Tony said he could run it. It was run all the way." The Lion's defense reared their head perfectly. Rice took the snap and rolled right. There was no way to get around the outside so Rice turned it in at the five. Defensive tackle Pete Carkendall grabbed the quarterback by the leg and wrestled him to the ground. It was over.
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### Uno's and Due's

**ADDRESS:**
Uno's, corner of Ontario and Wabash.
Due's, corner of Ohio and Wabash.

**RESERVATIONS:**
Recommended on weekdays.

**PHONE:**
Uno's, (312) 321-1000
Due's, (312) 943-2400

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**
Cheese pizza w/ veg. toppings.

### Malnati's

**ADDRESS:**
441 North Wells

**RESERVATIONS:**
Recommended on weekends.

**PHONE:**
(312) 943-2400

**RECOMMENDATIONS:**
Large cheese or sausage pizza.

---

### The Fightin' Irish Are Back

By boy you know

**The Fightin' Irish are back**

**We've been away a while my friend**

**But now we're back again and we're gonna win**

**The Fightin' Irish are back**

You can spread the news that

**The Fightin' Irish are back.**

---

**Morrise scores**

**THE FIGHTIN' IRISH ARE BACK**

**ND's new rock and roll fight song**

DAVID DESALLE

H ow often is it that one of your professors records and releases a song and even readily admits to being a staunch rock aficionado? If you are one of the thousand or so students that Dr. Tom V. Morris, an associate professor of philosophy, will instruct this year this may come as no great surprise.

On Monday, Professor Morris released the first major rock and roll fight song, "The Fightin' Irish Are Back." It is being sold on cassette in the bookstore as a tee-shirt design and a guitar-toting leprechaun logo. Both have full University approval. Morris describes the tune as an "up-beat, up-tempo rock and roll song." He wrote the words and music himself and sings and plays guitar in the song. Accompanying him are Jim Greuelich, Ernie Scarbrough, and Greg Noble, local rock artists.

"The Fightin' Irish Are Back," according to the liner notes, "registers the contemporary resurgence of Notre Dame football." It has a very catchy tune that some beer commercial-ad man is probably eagerly waiting to snatch up. The music is driving and the lyrics are aggressive over Morris' masterful guitar work. The refrain goes like this: The Fightin' Irish are back. Oh boy you know The Fightin' Irish are back We've been away a while my friend But now we're back again and we're gonna win The Fightin' Irish are back You can spread the news that The Fightin' Irish are back.

---

**The Observer / E. G. Bailey**
Smoking as a Sacrament of the Dying

The two great loves of my life have been writing and smoking cigarettes. In terms of pure devotion and energy expended, everything else has been secondary: love of God, love of family, service to the Church, the campus ministry. If this sounds shocking, perhaps I can explain myself in another way: smoking, like the aroma of incense, is a symbol of prayer. I smoke symbolically, as a way of worshipping God, and my

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

writing is my way of serving God as a priest. In 20 years of journalism, I have only missed meeting two deadlines. Juvenal, the Roman poet and satirist, wrote: "An incurable itch for scribbling (scribendi cacoethes) takes possession of many and grows intractable; smoking is my way of serving God as a priest."

In 1943, a coed from Smith who was majoring in rituals taught me the way to light a lady's cigarette. "If you do it clumsily or hastily, you can set her hair on fire." I saw the 1980's movie "Now, Voyager" seven times to study the way Paul Henried would put two cigarettes in his mouth at once. Lighting both, he would offer one to Bette Davis, emitting bat squeaks of sensuality as he did so. To see Bogart and Lauren Bacall smoking together was like watching an intimate love dance.

Even in those days, there was nothing glamorous about an ashtray full of cigarette butts, reminding you of trashy novels of tired lovers, their bodies drained of passion, waiting for the shabby dawns in a cheap hotel, an burnt-out, discarded Lucky Strike.

Why am I mentioning all this? Because I've started to feel uncomfortable when I see students smoking. I'm beginning to feel guilty for giving them a bad example. For many years, I have shrugged off the reports from the Surgeon General's office on the effects of smoking. I reasoned: "Play now; pay later; so what? Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof."

Is this my way of warning you not to smoke? Not in the least; smoke if you wish. Why should I want to lecture you like a broken-down sport? I am afraid if you see how beautifully I use smoking as a second language, you'll decide that that worthless habit is glamorous, fulfilling, and a way of putting your best foot forward as a man or woman of the world. Next, as an enhancement to smoking, you'll start drinking cocktails before lunch and dinner.

From there, you'll be hanging out at oyster bars that feature sushi and other fancy junk food that will lead you into an identity crisis, from which you will emerge as a phoney. You'll find yourself waking up in the morning to ask: "Who am I? How did I get here? Where am I going?" Let me tell you, kid, you're going nowhere except to the store to buy a pack of tags you can start the day on. As a smoker, I'm not fit to be your role model; let me warn you of that. Scripture says that the wages of sin is death; that includes the social sins that seem so harmless that they aren't even venial enough to mention in confession. I've been a social sinner all my life, not realizing I would have to pay the Piper in full for all the dances I ever asked him to play for me. Yesterday, I found there's no such thing as a free lunch.

The doctor handed me a sack of medicine, saying: "This is the first day of the rest of your life." My social sins are catching up with me. Life's little joke is that you can't get away with anything, for as Christopher Robin realizes when he's starting school: "They won't let you. You don't have to ask for whom the bell tolls. You don't have to ask who "they" are.

If I continue smoking, that happy diversion is going to catch up with me, if it hasn't already; but heck, I've always known that Lady Nico- tine can be a bitch, even she is my muse.

To tell the truth, I like all of you a lot. If I can't give up smoking for my own sake, maybe I should do it out of consideration for you. Don't hold your breath, waiting for me to do it, but could you pray that I'll have the Christian courage to think about it?

If ten confirmed smokers should say: "We'll give up the weed, Father Griffin, if you'll give up the weed with us," I don't see how I could refuse to at least try. I'd try to give up smoking if only five, or even two, young smokers make that kind of an offer. I'd do it for the sake of one, if he or she were as much a slave to tobacco as I am. But that's impossible, because you're rank amateurs, and I've grown old as a smoker.

When the time comes to die, I hope I'll have a rosary in my hand instead of a ciga- rette. When that dark hour comes, will I ask for a ciga- rette instead of the last Sacraments, with the weak excuse that I need one for the road?
Madson, the junior goaltender, has been nothing short of spectacular this season for the Irish. After setting a school record last year with 14 victories, the Minnetonka, Minn., native has performed even more brilliantly against stiff competition this season. Madson has turned away 492 of 489 shots on goal for a save percentage of .900. His 4.04 goals against average is minuscule, however, because of the tougher competition and lackluster play of the defense. "Larry, 10 games into the season, has probably sewn up the Most Valuable Player award," revealed Schafer. "That's how important he is to the hockey team. He is the steady force behind our hockey team right now."

The 6-1, 180-pound goaltender has started every game for Notre Dame this season, compiling over 592 minutes of playing time. Nevertheless, he doesn't consider himself overworked. "Physically, I don't think I am being overworked, but it's pretty tough mentally to play so many games," admitted Madson. "I like to deal with Schafer before, I wouldn't want to have it any other way. I just want to play every game that I can."

Three years into his collegiate career, Madson believes he has finally learned to relax in goal and let things take care of themselves. "I feel pretty comfortable now," said Madson. "Also, it helps that I've played most of the games that we're gonna play against, so I have some idea of how they're gonna play—that helps a lot."

The teams on the Irish schedule Madson hasn't played against in the past include Merrimack, Alaska-Anchorage and Cornell. "Physically, I don't think I
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Wrestlers heading for St. Louis Open

By GREG SCHECKENBACH
Sports Writer

Fresh off a 36-9 pasting of the Air Force Academy last weekend, the Notre Dame wrestling team will try to continue its winning ways this weekend at the St. Louis Open. This individual-draw tournament will feature some of the wrestlers from some of the top schools in the country, including Oklahoma State, Oklahoma and Nebraska.

"This is one of the toughest tournaments of the year for us," said Head Coach Fran McCann. "We will be up against some tough competition which should strengthen us for the rest of the season."

The Irish performed well in last year's St. Louis Open. Pat Boyd took first place in the 142-pound division, while Andy Raduenbaugh, Jerry Durso and Chris Geneser all recorded second-place finishes. Durso, who will be aiming for his third Open title, lost last year's final to 1988 Olympic gold medal winner John Smith. Raduenbaugh and Geneser currently sport perfect 4-0 records.

Freshman Marcus Gowens, another undefeated Notre Dame wrestler, will try to keep his collegiate career spotless with a win in the 138-pound division. Other freshman competing this weekend include 190-pound Curt Engler and heavyweight Chuck Weaver. 190 pound Tom Salvino will miss the Open because of a leg injury.

"This is a great meet for the freshmen because they can get to see some great competition and not have the pressure of competing for the team," said McCann. "Our younger kids must mature and gain confidence in order compete successfully at this level. This tournament can do nothing but help our freshmen."

Last year's top Notre Dame freshman, Mark Gerardi, will try to improve on last year's third-place finish at St. Louis. The individual-draw tournament gives other wrestlers besides the usual starters to get an opportunity to wrestle in the freshman/sophomore division.

"This is a great chance to see how our walk-ons can perform in pressure situations," said McCann.

The Irish will send about 30 members, including the starters, to the meet. "We definitely want to do better than last year and we should be up and 1 expect great results from all our wrestlers."

The Observer/E.G. Bally

The Notre Dame wrestling team competes in the individual-draw St. Louis Open this weekend. The Irish whipped Air Force 36-9 last Sunday in its first dual meet of the season.
Irish squad on ‘killing spree’

Volleyball team looks to continue hot streak at W. Mich.

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

Kill, kill and kill again. It was the sound like the scenario for a new horror film, but it actually is what the Notre Dame volleyball team has to do if it hopes to provide a happy ending to its 1988 season and year-long search for an NCAA bid.

The Irish will try to maintain their momentum from last weekend’s Golden Dome Classic title as they travel to Kalamazoo, Mich., for the Western Michigan Invitational. Notre Dame has a little more incentive going into this weekend’s matches after jumping from 19th to 16th in Tuesday’s NCAA poll-the highest ranking ever for the program, which has appeared in the top-20 two times earlier this season.

“I like the ranking,” said Irish head coach Art Lambert. “The girls certainly deserve it, but they’re going to have to continue from page 20

who scored 32 and 25 points, respectively, in last year’s con­test with Notre Dame. Phelps is looking for a faster, more aggressive style of play from the Irish this year. The Irish handed their coach’s re­quest at last Sunday’s Blue-Gold intraquad game, where 140 points were scored in a 30-minute scrimmage.

Exemplifying the team attitude, the players competed in the Blue-Gold game with shirts

saying “Run” and with “Danger” printed on the back of their shorts.

“We love to run, but we also have to realize that we have to run under control,” said junior co-captain Jamel Jackson.

“Playing run and gun is one thing, but we’re going to play a disciplined run and gun sys­tem.”

Fellow co-captain Joe Fredrick led all scorers in the Blue-Gold game with 28 points, while Jackson added 24.

Freshman LaPhonzo Ellis, a former high school All American from East St. Louis, and Mary Kay Waller, as well as sophomore Tracey Shelton, have been pounding the volleyball as of late.

Sheehan has a .531 hitting percentage over the last three games, while tallying 17 digs to bring her season total up to 249 digs for the year.

Over the last seven matches, Shea has recorded a .448 hitting percentage. Waller has hit .409 and has added 18 service aces during the last eight matches.

Waller, who is ranked eighth in the nation in blocking average, has registered 154 total blocks, 786 service aces and 347 kills, to lead the team in all of these categories.

Shelton has proved she can play under pressure, hitting .389 during the Golden Dome Classic.

“The key is to play smart and intelligent,” said Lambert. “We have been playing very, very lately and I’d like to see us continue this way. Everyone will have to give 110 per cent as we approach Tracey Shelton’s Slim Line 100, did not see action in the first game against outside competition this year when the Irish basketball team previewed the exhibition game, starting on page 20.

PAUL K. is 21!

Happy Birthday
“P-DOO”!

Love,
Dad, Mom, David, Julie, and Maggie

Biomedical Sciences
Integration grants training opportunities
• Biochemistry/Metabolism
• Nutrition
• Cell Biology/Cell Physiology
• Developmental Biology
• Anatomy
• Environmental Health Sciences
• Immunology/Pathology
• Molecular Biology/Genetics
• Neurosciences
• Pharmacological Sciences
Tuition and stipends are provided. Students with a strong academic record should specify an area of interest and contact:
Coordinator of Graduate Studies West 452A
Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine
2119 Abington Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216-368-1347

CUSHING AUDITORIUM

Stop by after the game for PIZZA
– regular and stuffed

Sandwiches
Vegetarian

Daily Specials

MEL BROOKS
HIGH ANXIETY
A Psycho-Comedy

THURSDAY
ALL TIMES: 8 pm & 10:15 pm
ADMISSION $2
CUSHING AUDITORIUM

Movies this week

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
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BP looking to defend IH title

By VIC LOMBARDI
Sports Writer

Defending champ Breen-Phillips (6-2) and Lewis (6-2) will square off Sunday at 1 p.m. on the heralded Notre Dame Stadium grass in women's Interhall football championship. Breen-Phillips advanced to the finals by edging Pasquerella West 8-6 in the semi-final round. After losing the first two games of the season, the Blitz stormed back to win six straight, including a 22-8 stomp over Lewis.

Dillon, Stanford in finals again

By DAVE McMAHON
Sports Writer

The playoffs have ended and the better teams have prevailed. In a rematch of last year's championship game, Dillon and Stanford will pass through the tunnel of Notre Dame Stadium Sunday to battle for Interhall football bragging rights.

Dillon has not played in the title game 2-1 at Moose Krause Stadium in a match decided after two scoreless five-minute overtime periods and twelve penalty kicks.

Flaner wins IH soccer

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

The fans attending last night's Interhall soccer championship game between Flaner and Pangborn could not have dreamed of a better, more evenly matched game to end the soccer season.

Flaner won this year's title game 5-1 at Moose Krause Stadium in a match decided after two scoreless five-minute overtimes and twelve penalty kicks.

Flaner played well and are a really classy team," said Pangborn goalie and captain Derek Weldon. "They placed their (penalty) kicks well, and we didn't."

Flaner initiated the scoring 15 minutes into the first half on a John Titterton goal, assisted by Dave DiLuciano.

Flaner knotted the score at 1-1 with five minutes left in the half on Jim Keglovitz's tally off a h erocline throw-in by stopper Mike "Hooch" Hickey.

The second half was scoreless as both the Flaner and Pangborn defenses played outstandingly. While Hickey controlled Flaner's backfield, goalie Tom Maloney once again held the opposition in check. The defensive corps of Pangborn saw excellent performances in the middle by sweeper John McDevitt and center fullback Dave Hensler.

"The game plan that has allowed the Big Red does have the leisure factor in the eyes of at least one player on the BP crew ever has been gearing our practices toward containing her. Last time, she ran on the turf, so hopefully the grass will slow her down." The Blitz go into the championship game without the services of senior quarterback Teresa Coombs, who is sick with a virus. No other player on the BP crew ever has taken a snap at quarterback this season.

"We just can't pinpoint exactly what we did wrong against Lewis, but I know their quarterback is just an incredible athlete," said Farley captain Karen Lynch. 

"The Big Red does have the revenge factor, but our heart and attitude and we're ready to see if we can continue the work of Christ, share the gospel and change lives." The rewards are great...even in this life. You will continue the work of Christ, share your given grace, and vision. The rewards are outstandingly. While Hickey controls Flaner's backfield, goalie Tom Maloney once again held the opposition in check. The defensive corps of Pangborn saw excellent performances in the middle by sweeper John McDevitt and center fullback Dave Hensler.

It is not an easy life. In place of Ohiocamps to Bangladesh, you'll serve the poor and rich, the aged and young, the educated and uneducated. The life demands prayer, hard work and vision. The rewards are great...even in this life. You have opportunities to develop your potential. You will continue the work of Christ, share your mission and respond to world needs. There is no joy in this world to compare with that.

By the witness of our lives, Brothers serve in: Missions, Education, Social, Pastoral, Health Care, Youth and Retreat Work, Farming, Maintenance and other trades and professions that help to strengthen Christian Community.

For more information, contact: Brother Don Gibbs, C.S.C. P.O. Box 460 Sisters, Indiana 46065 219-233-2191

Position available immediate opening. Inquire within.
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Love, Mary

Love, Mary, Mary & Matt

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Thelma and Finner.

Gobble Gobble

Joe Paterno believes Notre Dame has lost its mystical!

WRONG JOE. See it come alive at the CLUB

FRI: 9:00 - 2:00am
SAT: Postgame to 2:00am
Seniors, this is your LAST home Game!!

GO IRISH!
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GO IRISH!

Do these two look like Legal drinkers? Well they are today.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Thelma and Finner.

Love, Mary

Love, Mary, Mary & Matt
Irish overcome adversity to reach NCAA finals

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

The Irish are bound for Des Moines, Iowa, where they will compete against the top 22 teams in the country in the 56th NCAA Championships, this Monday.

Notre Dame, ranked 15th in the latest NCAA poll, will be attending the meet for the second time in as many years, making it the first back-to-back appearance since 1965-66.

Last year the team finished an amazing seventh despite being seeded 21st for the race. This finish surprised the nation then, but people will be ready for the Irish this time.

"Last year we just came out of the shadows and did it," said senior captain Dan Garrett. "It was almost easy because we were the underdog and there was no pressure whatsoever.

"If we could duplicate what we did last year, then I'd say we'd accomplished more than last year."

Another reason why it would be more of an accomplishment this year is because the Irish have been with it since Aug. 1987.

The Irish started a downward slide at the D-I American Invitational on Oct. 7, finishing in a disappointing fourth. The team hit a season-low when it was swept by USC Oct. 22.

But the Irish staged a comeback, winning the MCC Championships Oct. 29 and finishing in a promising second-place finish in the District IV Championships last week, ensuring the team a bid to nationals.

"When you have so few guys, and you lose two of your top five, you start to have doubts," said 14th-year Head Coach Joe Piane. "The kids can do it. They were going to do it last year.

"Making it to nationals is an accomplishment in itself. Most people don't realize there are 375 Division I cross country teams, which is more than the number of teams in either football or basketball.

"Making it to nationals is half the thrill," said Ryan Cahill, "especially after all the adversities we've been through. It is actually more gratifying this year to be going."

"I think you've got to give credit to the kids," said Piane. "These guys made a commitment two years ago that they were going to do it last year and they did, and they made a commitment right after the race that they were going to do it again."

"The Irish will not have an easy task at the NCAA's. Defending national champion Arkansas will be attending, as well as top-ranked Wisconsin, Dartmouth, Providence, Oregon, Northern Arizona, Iowa State, Penn State, and Tennessee."

Runners acknowledge role in championship

Improving Cahill, Mulvey add depth to cross country

By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer

As the Notre Dame cross country team heads into its second consecutive NCAA Championships, a new kind of team has emerged.

No longer are a few star athletes the key to the success of the team, but each and every athlete is the key to the success of the team, but each and every athlete is the key to the success of the team, but each and every athlete is the key to the success of the team.

The fifth-man is usually the most important asset. The sport also rubs off on his teammates, which is another important asset.

"Running together greatly qualifies me, Cahill and Mulvey continued their ascent by finishing 30th and 29th, respectively, ensuring Notre Dame a second-place district finish and a spot in the top 10 of the latest NCAA poll.

These two have solidified the Irish running attack and made the Irish depth-wise, one of the strongest in the country.

"Every race-sometimes they finish together. They tied for first both in the top of Irish all year, first time winning together, it will be great for the team."

"Rick Mulvey, a fifth-year senior from Westfield, Wis., has come back from an early-season injury to contribute to a team plagued by injuries (see article above).

The addition of Mulvey therefore helps the team in three ways—as an injury gap-filler, as a valuable fifth-man, and as a seasoned leader.

"He's got that strong 'blood of champions' guy," said Piane. "He just goes out there and does the job. He works very, very hard, and is as good a fifth-man as anyone.

"The fifth-man is usually the weakness of most teams, but if he's definitely an asset."

Mulvey's dedication to his sport also rubs off on his teammates, which is another important asset.

"Rick works harder than anyone I've ever met," said Cahill. "It has rubbed off on me and Tom (O'Rourke)."

Irish History

Top Team Finishes in NCAA's

1st-1957
2nd-1938, 64, 65
3rd-1955, 63
4th-1956, 58, 64
5th-1949, 48, 50
6th-1941, 42, 54
7th-1947-1953, 1955
8th-1946, 49, 50

Top Individual Finishes in NCAA's

1st—Greg Rice (1938), Oliver Hunter (1942), Tom O'Rourke (1947), Ron Markezich and Dan Garrett.
2nd—Oliver Hunter (1940, 41), Bill Clark (1950), Joe Piane (1962, 64), Ron Markezich and Dan Garrett.

Top Performances in NCAA's

Best Finish:
1st—Greg Rice (1938), Dan Garrett (1988), Ron Markezich and Dan Garrett.
2nd—Oliver Hunter (1941, 54), Steve Szumachowski (1938).

Best Performances:
26th Place: Joe Piane (1962, 64), Ron Markezich and Dan Garrett.
50th Annual NCAA Men's Cross Country Championship Edition

NCAA MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP EDITION
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By SCOTT BRUTOCAO
Sports Writer
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"Every race-sometimes they finish together. They tied for first both in the top of Irish all year, first time winning together, it will be great for the team."

"Rick Mulvey, a fifth-year senior from Westfield, Wis., has come back from an early-season injury to contribute to a team plagued by injuries (see article above).

The addition of Mulvey therefore helps the team in three ways—as an injury gap-filler, as a valuable fifth-man, and as a seasoned leader.
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Saturday: Prizzi's Honor
Engineering Aud., 8 & 10:15, $2
Basketball teams host international squads

Women's fastbreak wears out Mexico

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's basketball team preserved the two weapons it hopes will carry the Irish to a NCAA tournament berth in an exhibition game last night at the Joyce ACC.

Notre Dame defeated the Mexican National Team 80-52 Thursday by building a lead with a well orchestrated fast break, then running away with the game in the second half behind dominating inside play.

The Mexican team did not go down without a fight. The pesky visitors displayed their typical up-tempo, good shot style of play characteristic of international teams to stay close through most of the first half.

"They're scrappy and unorthodox," said Irish point guard Karen Robinson, "but they get the job done."

The game was tied at 28-28 with five minutes remaining in the opening half when Robinson slipped past three defenders on the break to give the team the edge. She then repeated the scene moments later with another take-on-the-world move, and Notre Dame didn't look back.

The spunky sophomore hit two more buckets to lead 7-3, 265-pound center Stipe Sarlija and 6-3 guard Darko Pahlic, who have been started from that squad, and also has added Pic center." said Irish head coach Digger Phelps. "He's the guy that did very, very well for us because you've given them four years of your life. It means a number of things at Notre Dame: It means you've played the best teams in college hockey, and you can hold your helmet high in front of your fans at the ticket office in Notre Dame to a NCAA tournament berth in an exhibition previewed the two weapons it hopes will carry the Irish to a NCAA tournament berth in an exhibition game last night at the Joyce ACC. Brian O'Gara details the action at right.

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team (3-5-2) hopes to rebound from a winless weekend at Air Force when it takes on Lake Forest in a home-and-home series this weekend.

The Irish will play host to the Foresters Friday at 8:30 p.m. in the Joyce ACC Fieldhouse. The series will culminate at Lake Forest Monday night at 7:30.

"It's a big, early-season series for us," said Irish coach Ric Schafer. "Certainly, we need to experience the joys of winning again. We expect that this is going to be an exciting hockey weekend."

Notre Dame owns a 16-7-1 all-time record against Lake Forest, which returns a number of starters from last year's squad. The '97-'98 Foresters dropped all five matches against the Irish, but never by more than two goals.

"Lake Forest had a good team last year," said Schafer. "Fortunately, we played them five times and came out on top all five. But they were close games. I expect the same again this year."

Notre Dame is coming off a weekend at Air Force which saw the Irish come away with a tie and a loss. The Falcons exploited the Irish defense for 94 shots on goal during the two games. Schafer points to the inexperience of the defensive corps as one reason for this bombardment.

"We're a young, inexperienced hockey team," commented Schafer. "We've made plenty of mistakes already this season. Fortunately, Lance Madson has been in the goal to cover up for some of our mistakes."

Madiosn a lifesaver at goalie

Hockey team to meet familiar opponent in Lake Forest

Hockey team to meet familiar opponent in Lake Forest

Big Four ticket sales set
gate 10 of the Joyce ACC. Students will receive only one ticket per ID.

The tickets will cost $25 and will be good for both the Notre Dame-Kentucky game at 4:45 p.m. and the Indiana-Louisville matchup, which begins at 2 p.m. Louisville is ranked third in the nation in the Associated Press pre-season poll.

Notre Dame, Kentucky and Indiana are "also receiving votes."

In last year's inaugural Big Four Classic, Kentucky defeated Indiana 82-76 in overtime, and Notre Dame defeated Louisville 69-54 in front of 43,601 fans.

Big Four ticket sales set

Tickets for the second annual Big Four Classic at the Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis on Dec. 3, featuring the Notre Dame men's basketball team battling Kentucky and Indiana meeting Louisville, will go on sale to students on Monday, Nov. 21.
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